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Getting to Dilbert…

Seattle—Ad Agency

New York City—

Official Airline 
Guides

Macmillan Publishing

Paramount/VIACOM 

United Media
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Dilbert licensing

hit more than $200 million

in annual revenues
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Consultant, Coach and Agent to:
• Fine Artists 

• Graphic Designers

• Illustrators

• Cartoonists 

• Authors

• Businesses 

• Brands
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How is your revenue 

generated?
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What is licensing?
Definition: li·cense

1 a: permission to act

b: freedom of action

Licensing is the act of leasing the rights to
a trademarked and/or copyrighted entity, 

for use with products or services

The owner of the rights is the LICENSOR

The leaser of the rights is the LICENSEE
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What is licensing?

Legal Grant of Rights

• For a piece of art, logo, graphic 
design, likeness, photograph, 
saying, signature, or combination 
of these

• For a specific purpose/term

• For a specific territory

• In return for a negotiated amount 
(the rent)
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Understanding the  

Licensing Process

Flow of Licensed Product
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Consumer
Creator/

Artist
Mfgr/

Producer 
Retailer



Art

Licensing

Process
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Licensing Industry

Snapshot 2013

Worldwide Licensed Products

Retail Sales = $155.8 Billion  
• US/Canada now equals 62.5% share 

of global market for licensed goods

• US generating $112B in retail sales

• US royalties approximately $5.454B

• Art Licensing estimated 3% of industry

Sources: EPM Communications 2014 for Retail Sales; LIMA for Royalties 

(numbers may not be exact due to rounding).
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Source: License! Magazine 2014
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Top Six 

Art Licensors
2013 Worldwide Retail Sales

(in Millions)



So-So Happy & Skelanimals

Art Impressions’ Design and Lifestyle 

Brands - acquired by entertainmentOne

$770M
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Strawberry Shortcake, Care Bears, and 

other American Greetings Brands

$425M

Today 

Strawberry 

Shortcake has 

more than 600 

active partners 

worldwide



Thomas Kinkade 

$425M
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Jim Shore

$162M



MHS Licensing

(The Hautman Brothers,  

Tina Higgins, etc.)

$112M 15



Dissero Brands 

(Rachael Hale) 

$35M
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Kathy David Studios

$100M



Factors Contributing 

to Success
• Quality of art

• Subject/themes of the art

• When the artist got/gets started

• Hard work/determination

Often the appeal and quality of art created by 
‘starving artists’ is the same or better than 
successful artists. The difference is in what 
you do with it!
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Licensing Property Types

Larger types include: 

• Fashion

• Corporate Trademarks/Brands

• Character Brands 

• Sports

Smaller types include: 

• Art

• Music

• Publishing

• Collegiate

• Non-profits 
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Sales by Property Type

US/Canada Est. Licensing Revenue by Property Type 2012

19Source: Licensing.org – Survey 3013 - Numbers may not equal 100% due to rounding.

Property Type Est. Licensing Revenue (in Millions)

Character (Entertainment, TV, Movie) $2,550

Trademarks & Brands $928

Fashion $755

Sports (Leagues & Individuals) $685

Collegiate $206

Art $134

Music $122

Non-Profit (Museums, Charities, etc.) $36

Publishing $35



Sales by Product Category

US/Canada Est. Licensing Revenue by Product Category 2013

20Source: Licensing.org – LIMA Survey 3013 - Numbers may not equal 100% due to rounding.

Product Category Revenue U.S. ($M) % of Total

Apparel $893.83 16.2%

Toys/Games $802.16 14.6%

Gifts/Novelties $478.24 8.7%

Accessories $465.38 8.4%

Food/Beverage $423.06 7.7%

Software/Video Games $403.70 7.3%

Home Décor $301.36 5.5%

Housewares $288.01 5.2%

Health/Beauty $260.25 4.7%

Footwear $146.17 2.7%



Key Roles

Timeline

Retail Realities
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Key Roles
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Key Roles
– Property 

• Copyrighted and/or trademarked content or brand

– Licensor
• Defines property/creates & implements strategy

– Licensee
• Manufacturer

• Sometimes is a retailer or brand developer/owner

– Agent
• Represents the property/acts as licensor

– Retailer
• Selling to consumers

• Sometimes is a manufacturer or brand 
developer/owner

– Consultant
• Wildcard—may work in any of the key roles
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Licensing Timeline

6 Months 

to 1 Year

1 Week 

to 3 Months

3 Months 

to 1 Year

3 Months 

to 6 Months

1 Year 

to 

2.5 Years

Artist 

Creating & 

Marketing

Signs 

Licensing 

Contract

Product 

Produced

Product 

In Stores

Total

Time
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For One Licensing Deal



Timing is Everything…

• PLAN on 2 to 2-½ years until a revenue 

stream—possibly intermittent revenue 

before then and definitely capital outlay!

• Example: 2017 Calendar 

– Licensing Deal, Art & Layout 2015

– Sales, Printing & Distribution 2016

– In stores by Aug/Sept 2016

– Discounted on January 1st, 2017
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Retail 

Realities:
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‘The Power of Retailers’

Gatekeepers
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Product Distribution Models
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Retail Distribution Channels

Originally:

1. Upstairs/Upper-tier, 

2. Mid-tier

3. Downstairs/Lower-tier, Mass Market

Today’s tiers are homogenous 

and blurred: 

1. Upstairs

2. Downstairs
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Channel-Specific 

Challenges
Low-end/Mass Merchandisers: Too many 

stores—with too much of the same 

merchandise—battling for the same dollars

Mid-tier/Regional Chains: Retailers struggle for 

survival, relying on retail exclusives and in-store 

brand shops 

High-end/Specialty: A 50+% reduction in the 

number of specialty retailers in last 10-15 years
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Private Label Licensing

Sales of private-label items are growing quickly.

• Overall, private-label sales (in supermarkets, 

drug stores and mass merchandisers) grew 

2.2% to reach $112 billion in the U.S. in 2013, 

according to the Private Label Manufacturers 

Association.

• These are often D-T-R deals, exclusive to a 

retail chain.
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Retail - the Next 10 Years
Shifts in consumer behavior and expectations — and 

relentless technological advances — have created the 

landscape of rapid innovation. A few themes emerged:

• It’s just retail, not ‘brick & click’ – don’t think 

online and offline retail. Each influences the 

other and changes everything.

• Customers in charge – driven by continuous 

connectivity, multiple devices and access to 

limitless information, consumers will raise the 

bar for content, product quality and innovative, 

service and fulfillment.
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Retail - the Next 10 Years
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• Growing new competition - niche 

players will continue to emerge with 

variations of existing business models 

and extreme customer focus.

• Personalization – will finally happen in 

a scaled way across every touch point.

• New generation of retailers will 

emerge – core traits include agility, 

adaptability and a knack for connecting 

the dots; these retailers are born digital 

and customer-obsessed.



App Growth is Apt to 

Change our Buying Habits

In 2014, app use grew by 76%. For Android 

phones alone, shopping apps grew 220%

Top retailers are taking note, says Flurry by 

Yahoo, citing Target’s data. In 2014, 68% of 

time spent on Target mobile properties was 

thru an app versus the web, up from 21% in 

2013. They are quoted as saying it views 

“Mobile as the new front door to Target.” And 

that ‘front door’ is increasingly in-app.

34
Source: Flurry Analytics by Yahoo, January 2015
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• As soon as you enter the industry, 

you compete with the bigger art & 

design brands for the best 

manufacturers 

• Distribution to consumer is key

– There are more options than before, but 

it may be more confusing

– POD and POD with personalization will 

become more important and will provide 

new entry points for art licensors

How has this changed 

art licensing?



…more industry changes…

• You need to be prepared to create a track 

record that gives you leverage

– It’s harder to get manufacturers to take a chance with 

someone new, they are ‘risk adverse’

• Competition is tougher 

– Even competition for agents is tougher than ever

• New retail realities = new artist realities

– No longer a free/commission based business

– Must learn the business & continue your education

– Professionalism is expected
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Profits

Promotion 

Protection 
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Royalty Rates
• Art licensing average royalty is 6.4% 

for Art & Artists (Museums 6.2%)

• Art licensing average royalties are 

lower than the industry average, 

which is 8.7%

• Royalties have remained in the 6-7% 

range for nearly 10 years, which is 

more consistent than other property 

types
Source: EPM Communications, 2013 Royalty Trends Report 38



Factors Influencing 

Royalty Rates
• Property type

– Law of ‘Supply and Demand’ with little or 

unknown properties Vs. established or in-demand 

properties

• Product type

• Distribution channels

– High-end Vs. Low-end retailers

• Low margin industries

• Exclusive Vs. non-exclusive
39



Royalty Example

Retail Price:  $10.00

Manufacturer’s Wholesale Price: $5.00 

Royalty Rate: 7%

Calculation

$5.00 x 7% = 35 cents

.35 x 10,000 = $3,500
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Royalty Example
Retail Price:  $5.00

Manufacturer’s Wholesale Price: $2.50 

Royalty Rate: 6% upstairs

Royalty Rate: 3% mass market

Calculation

$2.50 x 6% = 15 cents each

$2.50 x 3% = 7.5 cents each
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Which is more?
$2.50 x 6% = 15 cents

.15 x 5,000 = $750

.15 x 10,000 = $1,500

$2.50 x 3% = 7.5 cents

7.5 x 20,000 = $1,500

7.5 x 50,000 = $3,750

7.5 x 100,000 = $7,500
42

A lower royalty 

with higher sales, 

or a higher royalty 

with lower sales? 



Royalty Example

Calendar (SRP): $12.99

Manufacturer’s Wholesale Price: $6.00

Royalty Rate: 10%

Calculation

$6.00 x 10% = 60 cents

.60 x 30,000 = $18,000

.60 x 20,000 = $12,000
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Promotion
Definition of MARKETING

1 a : the act or process of selling or 

purchasing in a market

b : the process or technique of promoting, 

selling, and distributing a product or 

service

2 : an aggregate of functions involved in 

moving goods from producer to consumer
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In Art Licensing…

you must define your target audience

But focus your sales efforts to:

Manufacturers/Licensee (DIY) or

Agents who will market you to 

Manufacturers

Promotion



Promotion
Art Licensing Marketing Essentials

• Website (primarily art licensing)

• Mailings (emails/snail mail)

• Social Media (Facebook, Twitter, 

LinkedIn & Pinterest)

• PR (public relations)

• Trade Shows (i.e. Americasmart, Surtex

and Licensing Expo)

• Advertising (trade & consumer)
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Protecting Your Rights

• You own your copyright

– For each piece of art you create

– From the time you create it

– Whether or not you register it with the 

U.S. Copyright Office

• You own the “reproduction” rights 

– No one can reproduce your art without 

your permission

• Up to you to protect these rights
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Contract Elements

• Licensor/Licensee Information

• Descriptions of Product and Artwork

• Term/Termination Date & Marketing 

Dates 

• Rights/Exclusive or Non-Exclusive

• Territory

• Royalty Rate

• Advance Against Royalties

• Guarantee

• Retail Channels of Distribution
48



Don’t Sign…
Anything EVER that gives the licensee:

• the copyright to your art, or any piece of 

your art

• full reproduction rights

• permission to sub-license your art to 

other companies…and

…NEVER SEND ORIGINAL ART!
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Licensing is About 

Slicing the Pie

Calendar in 

2 formats 

Journals, 

Notepads & 

Stationery

Tea Towels & 

Pot Holders

Seeking Deals for:

•Mugs

•Area Rugs

•Puzzles

•Platters

•Paper Plates & 

Napkins

•Aprons

•Magnets
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Contract Philosophy
• Great idea to have your own 

“boilerplate” contract…even if you 

can’t use it every time

• Contracts are only as good as the 

TRUE understanding between the 

parties who negotiated AND their 

abilities to uphold all promises

• Contracts are in place for those times 

when someone cannot fulfill those 

promises
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Do I need a lawyer?

Yes, but remember…

Role of Lawyer

• Create protective LEGAL language

Role of Licensing Agent or Coach

• Understand licensing industry and assist 

in negotiating the best BUSINESS terms 

possible
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Do I need an agent?
Maybe, if …

• You don’t want to be in sales and/or aren’t 

confident about your sales skills

• You don’t want to spent most of your time 

selling, vs. creating art

• You want to jump start sales through industry 

contacts

• You are okay with sharing large % of each deal
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Do I need a 

business coach?
Yes, if …

• You want to learn about this business

• You know you can do it yourself, but need to 

learn how

• You can get your business to a certain level, 

and then don’t know how to grow it beyond a 

certain point

• You are not comfortable sharing a large % of 

your potential income 
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Artist Requirements 

Agent & Artist 

Relationships
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Where do I start?
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• Starts with a decision

• Do you want to add art licensing to 
your revenue stream?

• Do you have the 

– Talent

– Determination

– Time

– Resources



Art Licensing Today 

Requires

• Artistic talent

• Passion for seeing 
your ideas on 
products!

• Understanding of 
retail distribution

• Technical skills or 
access to them

• Trend watching

• Ability to develop or 
provide production 
files

• Product design 
capabilities
– product line 

development

– creating themed 
designs for multiple 
product types
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Art Licensing Also Requires

Entrepreneurial Skill Sets
• Willing to learn the 

licensing industry

• Professionalism

• Time management

• Ability to meet 
deadlines

• Flexibility
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• Marketing know-how
– Sales techniques

– Social Media

– Public Relations

• Contract review

• Follow-through and 
persistence



Agent/Artist Relationship

• Business partner

• Agents fees range from 40-50% (I’ve 

seen them as low as 30%, as high as 

75%)

• Many agents charge initial development 

fees, in addition to commission

• Legal, production and travel costs are in 

addition to commissions
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Agent Services 

Can Include:
• Client management

• Strategic planning

• Creative development

– Trend forecasting, collection concepts 

• Sales & Marketing 

– Telemarketing, trade shows, travel, etc. 

• Manufacturer account management

• Accounting

• Legal
60



Agent      Vs.    Coach
• Works upfront 

with licensees

• Manages the 

licensing business

• Receives large % 

of royalties

• Works behind the 

scenes

• Teaches artist how 

to manage 

business

• Lower cost to artist
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“How do I find an Agent?”

• Resources

– Trade Association—LIMA

– Trade Publications

• Prepare to sell yourself to reputable 

agents, as if they were manufacturers

• Talk to “licensed” artists

• Attend trade shows
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“Making the business of art marketing

and licensing for creators

understandable, achievable and affordable.”

www.allartlicensing.com

206.719.1905
All materials and information in this presentation are the property of All Art Licensing, a division of J’net Smith Inc. Please 

do not replicate or copy any portion of these materials without our express consent. Thank you.

© 2015 J’net Smith Inc. 63

http://www.allartlicensing.com/

